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Introduction


Welcome to Writer’s Stylus: Coral!
You will guide young writers to craft effective messages. As teacher and editor, you play a critical role in
your students’ development and identity as writers. You are inspiring and equipping writers to produce
writing that is worthy of attention. Foster an environment of trust, motivation, and accountability to
create a community of writers and make your coaching optimally effective.
Language mechanics provide background knowledge for the real work of writing: revision. If you spend
more time teaching mechanics than you do engaging students in writing and revising, you will lose
the essential focus of this instructional program. Teach the mechanics as means to ends, not ends in
themselves.
And don’t forget to coach your young writers. “The single most important, most effective, and most
valuable instruction a developing writer can receive is coaching by a caring expert. Coaching is a personto-person activity, a chance for a writer to interact about his work with an interested individual.” Become
the editor for your developing writers, and engage them in this valuable activity as often as possible.
That’s how, together with these materials, you can develop writers, not just students who know their
grammar.
Here are some additional details:

MECHANICS
Students should begin this level with mastery of the following mechanics’ elements:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

capitalization at the beginning of a sentence
capitalization of the pronoun I
capitalization of people’s names
comma use in addresses
commas use in dates
sentence end marks
sentence identification and formation (this is reviewed in this level)
capitalization of days and months
capitalization of place names
comma use for nouns and adjectives in a series
adjective identification
apostrophe use in contractions
verb identification
capitalization and period use in abbreviations and people’s titles
comma use with adjectives in a series
comma use in compound sentences
sentence subject and verb identification
apostrophe use in possessives
comma use in complex sentences
adverb identification
suffix identification in verbals
comma use in quotations
quotation mark use in quotations
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In this level, students should add the following to this list of mastery items:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

simple verb tense identification (Unit 1)
verb identification: active vs. passive vs. linking (Unit 1)
pronoun and antecedent identification (Units 1 and 3)
comma use with appositives (Unit 2)
capitalization in nationalities and languages (Unit 2)
capitalization in company and product names (Unit 2)
capitalization in institution names and events (Unit 2)
capitalization in publication titles (Units 2 and 8)
prepositional phrase identification (Unit 2 and 6)
comma use with introductory phrases (Unit 8)
comma use with parenthetical expressions (Unit 8)
italic use in titles (Unit 8)
quotation mark use in titles (Unit 8)

Writer’s Stylus defines mastery as performing accurately without prompting at least 85% of the time;
it does not mean perfection. When students forget to apply these mechanics elements, gently remind
them and take opportunities to point out when they apply them without your input.
All the other mechanics’ elements in this level are presented for exposure. The difference between
mastery and exposure is significant. When we travel, my wife enjoys capturing the experience in
photographs. Sometimes she takes photos out of a car window as we drive from one location to another.
At other times, she hauls out the tripod and sets up for photo shoots that can last hours. Items that
are included for exposure in this level should be treated like taking photos out of a car window. We’re
going to look at them long enough to recognize what we are seeing, but we are not going to set up
equipment and spend hours understanding them from every angle. That kind of effort is saved for
mastery items.
In practice, this means that the exposure items can be treated efficiently with many of the practice
exercises being done together as a class, in small groups, with partners, or in other supported ways. The
program’s approach to assessment also emphasizes this difference.

ASSESSMENT
Each unit in Writer’s Stylus Coral includes a three-part assessment package:

• Mechanics’ Assessment: this measures student progress with a recurring focus on mastery
items. For example, students will be tested on their ability to capitalize people’s names in
nearly every mechanics’ assessment. At least 85% of each of these tests will be dedicated
to mastery items. The remaining 15% will focus on exposure items included in the unit. With
this approach, students can demonstrate proficiency with items they are expected to master
and show additional understanding of more complex elements of mechanics.

• Student Writing: each unit features a significant (i.e., authentic) work of writing that students
will complete. This should be the “centerpiece” of assessment as it represents what a student
can do when given the opportunity to craft words, sentences, paragraphs, and entire pieces.

• Genre & Revision Assessment: this short assessment measures student knowledge
and understanding of genre (e.g., description) and utility of revision skills (e.g., sentence
limits).

IV
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PRACTICAL TIPS
Here are a few more ideas that may help with classroom :

• During practice exercises, display the directions for students to see. When completing an
activity together, display the exercise and your “answers” so students can see and identify
specifics during the interaction.

• Spend most of your time in the prewriting, drafting, coaching and revising portions of a unit.
Coach as frequently as possible for the time you have dedicated to the unit. One session
is essential; two are better; three is nearly ideal. Do not let the Mechanics monopolize
your instructional time and energies. Pace each unit according to the writing demands
of the unit. Some units only require students to write single paragraphs. Others require
multiple paragraphs (e.g., informative report). While one unit may only require 10-15 days
of instruction, another may require 20-25.

• Develop a collection of Acquaintance and Analysis pieces you can use with students. Each
unit should include A&A activities with pieces representing the genre in which students
will be writing. As you find good examples, keep copies on file for use in future years. Also,
challenge students to find good examples as they read and to share those with you as
possible selections to present to the class.

• Writer’s Stylus materials and levels are identified by gemstone titles. While Coral is designed
with Grade 6 in mind, it may be effective with students of other ages*. For that reason,
the Grade 6 association is not overtly presented on or in the Student Portfolio. The term
portfolio represents the intent of the student materials; it should serve as a collection that
represents a student writer’s development.

QUESTIONS
If you have questions, please contact us:
info@clerestorylearning.com
Let’s provide the inspiration and tools young writers need to influence the world through writing that
is worthy of attention!
Kevin D. Washburn, Ed.D.

*THE WRITER’S STYLUS COLLECTION
The following Writer’s Stylus “Gems” are designed with these levels in mind:
Grade 1 - Ruby (anticipated available 2020-2021)
Grade 2 - Cobalt (coming soon)
Grade 3 - Emerald
Grade 4 - Citrine
Grade 5 - Slate
Grade 6 - Coral
Grade 7 - Amethyst (coming soon)
Grade 8 - Malachite (coming soon)
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Unit 5
MECHANICS
PRE-INSTRUCTION CHECKLIST

 Initial exposure  Mastery; ▩ Maintenance


Comma Use: Compound-complex Sentences

 Comma Use: Introductory Phrases
▩ Sentence: Identification and Formation
		Variety

ACQUAINTANCE & ANALYSIS
Expository: Informative Report
WRITING ON DEMAND
ongoing, all disciplines

REVISION

GENRE

PATTERN

PATTERN

Shared characteristics define groups.
SKILL

Paragraph Units

OBJECTIVE

With teacher prompting and support, student reviews
the paragraphs within a draft and revises the draft so
that each paragraph represents a cohesive and singular
unit of thought.

Individual things gain strength when clustered
together.
FOCUS
Provides an objective and thorough summary
of some topic. Coverage, while complete, is
often more general than specific in nature with
only enough detail to validate a fact.
OBJECTIVE
With teacher prompting and support, student
writes a cohesive (unified and complete) and
coherent (clear and logical) multi-paragraph
(i.e., sufficient for the topic) informative report
based on content gathered from multiple
resources (i.e., sufficient for the topic).

NOTES
This unit’s revision skill, Paragraph Units, is both critical
and challenging—critical because coherent paragraphs
form the building blocks of extended text, and
challenging because it requires sentence-by-sentence
evaluation with an understanding of a paragraph’s focus
and intent. Take the time necessary for students to gain
proficiency. Model the skill frequently, possibly every
day, as you teach the unit. And plan significant coaching
time to help individual students, especially those who
struggle with the skill.
One activity in the Revision Skill Introduction
& Instruction section requires the preparation of
several sets of index cards. Directions for preparing

the index cards can be found w ith the activ it y
details.
Also, the Discovering the Pattern portion of the Genre
Introduction & Instruction section requires a box of
uncooked spaghetti noodles.

TEACHING NOTES
Address the unit’s Mechanics Prerequisites by
guiding students through Pages 37-47 of the Student
Portfolio.
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Unit 5
MECHANICS

4 How are SENTENCES structured?
Sentences can be structured in four different ways:

1

simple sentence
complete subject + complete predicate

A simple sentence is made up of one complete subject and one complete predicate.
FOR EXAMPLE
Kendra ran to first base.

subject

predicate
37

subject

2

predicate

compound sentence
sentence + sentence

A compound sentence is made up of two sentences that are
joined by a comma and coordinating conjunction or a semicolon.
FOR EXAMPLE
Kendra ran to first base, but Marion tagged her out.

Snow is falling; winter has finally arrived.

300
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The tall, skinny gentleman in the doorway is Mr. Parker.
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The other two ways to structure a sentence require clauses. A clause is a group of words
that has a subject and predicate.
clause = subject + Predicate

independent clause
OR Main clause
If the clause forms a complete
sentence by itself, it is an

If the clause does not form
a complete sentence, it is a

independent or main clause.

dependent or subordinate

(It doesn’t need any help to be a
sentence, and it communicates

clause. (It depends on, or
needs, another clause to form a

the main message of the
sentence.)

complete sentence. It is not as
important as the main clause and
needs the main clause to form a

FOR EXAMPLE
Skylar tried out for
the hockey team.

38

sentence.)
FOR EXAMPLE

Because he enjoys playing
the game…

NOTE:
clause

≠ phrase

Clauses and phrases are not the same
© 2016 Clerestory Learning/Make Way for Books, LLC. All rights reserved. • writersstylus.com (1710)

dependent clause
OR subordinate clause

thing. Phrases DO NOT have a subject

Notice that the example has a
subject and a verb (he enjoys),

and predicate. For example, in the

but it does not form a complete

garage is a phrase, but when Blaire
cleaned the garage is a dependent
clause.

sentence. By itself, a dependent
clause is a fragment.

When are commas used?
Dependent clauses often give more detail by telling why, when, where, what, or which one.
Depending upon where you place a dependent clause, you may or may not need a comma.
Here are the general principles:
A dependent clause
that begins a sentence
(an "introductory
clause") is usually
followed by a comma.
FOR EXAMPLE

Because he enjoys
playing the game, Skylar
tried out for the hockey
team.

A dependent clause
that comes at the end
of the sentence is
usually not preceded
by a comma.
FOR EXAMPLE

Skylar tried out for the
hockey team because
he enjoys playing the
game.

When a dependent
clause comes in the
middle of a sentence,
it is usually set off by
commas.
FOR EXAMPLE

Skylar, because he loves
playing the game, tried
out for the hockey team.
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3

complex sentence
independent clause + dependent clause

A complex sentence is made up of an independent clause and
at least one dependent clause.
FOR EXAMPLE
Because he enjoys playing the game, Skylar tried out for the hockey team.

dependent clause

compound-complex sentence
two independent clauses + dependent clause

A compound-complex sentence is made up of two independent clauses
and one or more dependent clauses.
FOR EXAMPLE
After we finished the yard work, Jeff went to the park, but Janelle went to the pool.

dependent clause

302

INDEPENDENT clauseS
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INDEPENDENT clause
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MECHANICS Practice
Sentence Types

(1) In each sentence below, put brackets around each dependent clause and underline the
subject once and the verb twice within each dependent clause. (2) In each independent
(or main) clause, underline the simple subject once and the complete verb twice. (3) On
the line before each sentence, write S if the sentence is simple, CD if the sentence
is compound, CX if the sentence is complex, or CD-CX if the sentence is compoundcomplex. The first one has been done for you.
CX

1.

CX

2. [After she counted the money,] Kate gave the money from the bake sale to
the treasurer.

S

3. For ten minutes, the students watched the helicopter land on the school
football field.

CD-CX

40

CX
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S

[Before they announced the winners,] the judges examined each display.

4. [After we spent two hours in traffic,]we arrived at the stadium, but a
thunderstorm forced the officials to cancel the game.
5. [As guests arrived,]Buster greeted each one with a hearty bark.
6. We made our own pizza last night.

[If you study,] you will probably make a better grade on tomorrow’s test.

CX

7.

CD

8. My family wanted to see the movie, but it was sold out.

CX

9. Vann ran the race,[since he had trained for it,]and finished in second place.

CX

10. Kara and I climbed the tree[while the boys sat and talked.]

CX

11. [While Maria researched her topic online,]Rick looked for information in the
library.

CX

12. Martin hit a home run,[after he struck out three times before,] and scored
the game-winning run.

CD-CX

13. [Before the concert began,]the band tuned their instruments, and the
audience found their seats.
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(1) In each sentence below, place commas (only) where they are needed, and (2) on the line
before each sentence, write S if the sentence is simple, CD if the sentence is compound,
CX if the sentence is complex, or CD-CX if the sentence is compound-complex. The first
one has been done for you.
CX
CD-CX

1.

When Shanique looked in the garage she found the missing skateboard
and helmet.

2. Xing mailed the invitations since the party was only a week away and he
asked his friends to reply via text message.

CX

3. The snow continued to fall after 13 inches had covered the ground.

CX

4. Since it was determined to eat the cheetah stalked its prey carefully.

CX

5. Because spring would soon begin the farmer prepared his fields for
planting.

CX

6. The campers hiked the mountain trail before they swam in the lake.

CD-CX

7.

I upgraded my phone after the last one quit working and the new one has a
much better camera.

CX

8. While I was writing an article for the school magazine a stray dog began
barking at our back door.

CD

9. We can go to the beach or we can go to the amusement park.

CX

10. After he attended the conference Jayden created a website for his lawn
mowing business.

CD

11. Chloe ran cross-country and she made the all-state team.

CX

12. Since tomorrow is a holiday when will our science projects be due?

CD-CX

13. Pictures fell off the walls as the earthquake shook the house and we took
cover under the dining table.

on-demand writing
Examine the sentences in the last exercise. Where did you place commas? Make up
succinct reminders for where to place (or not to place) commas in the various sentence
structures. For example, a succinct reminder for a compound sentence might look
like this: Independent clause, conjunction independent clause. What would be succinct
reminders for the various complex sentence structures? What would be a succinct
reminder for a compound sentence that uses a semicolon rather than a conjunction?
Independent clause, conjunction independent clause.

Answers will vary

continue on next page

304
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Read each compound sentence. Think of a dependent clause you could add to the
sentence to make it more informative or interesting. Choose where to put the dependent
clause (at the beginning, middle, or end of the sentence), and write your compoundcomplex sentence on the lines. Place commas where needed in your expanded sentence.
The first one has been done for you.
Answers will vary
1.

Olivia played shortstop, and she led the league in stolen bases.
Olivia played shortstop, and because she could run fast, she led the league
in stolen bases.

2.

Emma gave Noah the tray of glasses, but he slipped and dropped it.

42
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3. The museum closed early, and the field trip had to be postponed.

4.

Layla won the spelling bee, and she went to Montgomery to compete in the state
finals.

5. The Ackerlys visited a pet shelter, and they came home with a puppy.

6.

Our drama teacher posted the cast list, and then he distributed the scripts.
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7.

The doctor dashed down the hospital hallway, and she reached the emergency room
just in time!

8. Eva played the drums, but her brother Liam played the cello.

4 How are ideas combined to add variety?
Sentences that share an idea can be combined to form a compound sentence, a complex
sentence, or a compound-complex sentence. Knowing how to form these sentence types
can help you add variety to your writing.

COMPOUND sentence
To create a compound
sentence, add a comma
and a coordinating
conjunction (and, but, for,
nor, or, so, yet) between
two sentences.

To create a complex
sentence, form a
dependent clause with
information from one
sentence and add it to
the other.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

David closed the oven door. The
cookies were not done yet.

Dad is taking us to get ice
cream. We're going after he
drives Aunt Lucy to the airport.

David closed the oven door,
for the cookies were
not done yet.

306

complex sentence

After he drives Aunt Lucy to
the airport, Dad is taking us
to get ice cream!

compound-complex
sentence
To create a compoundcomplex sentence,
combine two sentences
and add a dependent
clause.
EXAMPLE
Harper loves dogs. She
volunteers at a veterinarian’s
office. She hopes to be a dog
trainer someday.

Because Harper loves
dogs, she volunteers at a
veterinarian's office, and she
hopes to be a dog trainer
someday.
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MECHANICS Practice
Sentence Variety

On the lines below the given sentences, write a sentence that brings the common
ideas together in one interesting sentence. Use a variety of compound, complex, and
compound-complex sentences. The first one has been done for you as an example.
Answers will vary
1.

We wanted to go to the arts festival. Due to the stormy weather, it was canceled.
Because the weather is stormy, the arts festival we wanted to go to was canceled.

2.

Brayden won an award. He was the fastest short-distance runner in the county.

3.

I had to go back to my house. I forgot my lunch. I was distracted by the morning news.

4.

It was family movie night at our house. We ordered pizza.
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5. The goalkeeper got injured. Our coach sent in a substitute.
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6. Tomorrow we are going to the art museum. We might also go rock climbing.

7.

We won the game. The captain of the football team got to ring the victory bell.

8. We moved to the front row. No one was in front of us. We could see much better.

45

Using different sentence structures is one way a writer can add variety to writing. Using
different sentence types is another. Your writing will flow and keep a reader's interest.
Write what you remember about each of these sentence types:
Declarative sentences

Imperative sentences

Exclamatory sentences

Interrogative sentences

308
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MECHANICS Practice

Putting It All Together

Read the paragraph below. Label the structure of each sentence by writing S (simple),
CD (compound), CX (complex), or CD-CX (compound-complex) in the blank that follows it.
S

Ethan and Ella have a big argument every summer.
CX

they should go on vacation.
explore new areas.
surf shops.

S

S

S

Ethan prefers cooler climates.
CX

S

She likes to

He likes to visit a mountain

An occasional hike, bike ride, or kayak trip is

He really likes to read or draw in his sketchbook.

Ella goes crazy at the mountain house.
two days have passed.

S

Ella loves going to the beach.

She likes swimming in the ocean, surfing, and checking out local

cabin where he enjoys relaxing.
fun.

They cannot agree where

CX

S

S

After two days,

Ethan gets tired of the sun and sand before

They want a place that they can both enjoy.

they find such a place before they leave on this year’s vacation?

CX

Can

CX

46
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In the chart below, record how many of each sentence structure type were used in the
paragraph.
simple

8

compound

0

complex

5

compound-complex

0

Based on your analysis of sentence structures, how could the paragraph be improved?
Answers may vary. By increasing the variety of sentence structures and adding
compound and compound-complex sentences.
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Here is the same paragraph. Use your your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to revise this
paragraph, making the improvements your sentence structure analysis suggests as
helpful. Answers will vary

Ethan and Ella have a big argument every summer. They cannot agree where they

should go on vacation. Ella loves going to the beach. She likes to explore new areas. She

likes swimming in the ocean, surfing, and checking out local surf shops. Ethan prefers

cooler climates. He likes to visit a mountain cabin where he enjoys relaxing. An occasional

hike, bike ride, or kayak trip is fun. He really likes to read or draw in his sketchbook. After

two days, Ella goes crazy at the mountain house. Ethan gets tired of the sun and sand after

they leave on this year’s vacation?

310
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two days. They want a place that they can both enjoy. Can they find such a place before
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Mechanics Assessment
The Mechanics Assessment can be given at this point or at any point going forward. Reproducible master pages are at
the end of this unit (See Teacher Tablet page 358).

Writer’s Stylus: Coral Mechanics Assessment Unit 5

Unit 5

MECHANICS
CAPITALIZATION, END MARKS, & SENTENCE TYPES
[3 points each: 1 for sentence ID, 1 for capitalization, 1 for end mark]
In each sentence below:
1.

Use your revising & proofing marks to indicate letters that should be
capitalized.

2.

Write D in the blank if the sentence is declarative. Write IM in the blank if the
sentence is imperative. Write IN in the blank if the sentence is interrogative.
Write E in the blank if the sentence is exclamatory.

3.

Use your revising & proofing marks to add the correct end mark to each
sentence.

The first one has been done for you.
E

1. we ran the whole way

D

2. mr. guenster read the cat in the hat to us in german

!

3. i just invented a new product: the colossal capable carpet cleaner or

.

!

D

4. eva will be at a meeting of the association of eager equestrians on tuesday

D

5. I read “the road to rescue” in this month’s doggy devotees

IM

6. deliver this mexican food to miss thompson

.

.

.

COMMAS [1 point each]
For each item below, use your revising & proofing marks to add commas where they are
needed. The first one has been done for you.
1.

We visited my cousins in Eugene Oregon.

2.

A gold red and silver sign greeted the visitors.

3.

We drove to Philadelphia Pennsylvania and we visited the Franklin Institute.

4.

That mug the one sitting on the counter is yours.

5.

The two sections of the “Chunnel” were finally linked on December 1 1990.
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1

.
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QUOTATION MARKS & COMMAS [2 points each]
For each item below, use your revising & proofing marks to add quotation marks,
commas, and any other punctuation marks where they are needed. The first one has been
done for you.
1.

Hank whispered Where are the light switches?

2.

This vase is old and valuable explained the tour guide. It’s worth millions of dollars.

3.

When will the mail be delivered asked Emily. I am expecting a package from Aunt
Ava.
?

4.

We can stop at the grocery store on our way home said Dad.

5.

You can rake the leaves explained Grandpa and then we can jump into the piles!

ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS [3 points each: 1 for adjective/adverb ID, 1 for
connections to noun/pronoun, 1 for comma placements]
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In each sentence below: (1) Box each adverb and circle each adjective (Do not circle the
articles a, an, and the.), (2) draw a curved line from each adjective and adverb to the noun,
pronoun, verb, adjective, or other adverb each describes, and (3) use revising & proofing
marks to add commas where they are needed. The first one has been done for you.
1.

The cool crisp wind blew loudly through the tall grass.

2.

A large square and wrapped package was clumsily handed to Alex.

3.

The otters swam swiftly gracefully and eagerly toward the excited visitors.

4.

Owen gently stepped onto the first rung of the old ladder.

5.

Tomorrow we will go to the new restaurant.
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IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING VERBS [2 points each]
In the sentences below: (1) Underline the subject once and the verb twice. (2) If the verb
is an active verb, determine whether it is in active or passive voice. (3) In the blank before
the sentence, write A if it has an active voice or P if it has a passive voice. If the verb is a
linking verb, write L in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
A

1. Melissa wrote a letter to her state representative.

A

2. Our team played two games on Saturday.

P

3. The decorations will be hung tomorrow.

L

4. Jack was a police officer in the school play.

A

5. Avery carried her trombone to the auditorium.

P

6. The mail was delivered about an hour ago.

IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING VERBS [2 points each]
Evaluate the following sentences for simple or complex verb tenses. (1) Underline the verb
in each sentence twice. (2) If the verb is a simple past, present, or future tense, write S in
the blank before the sentence. If the verb is more complex, write C in the blank before the
sentence. The first one has been done for you.
S

1. Jennifer looked in the pantry for an afternoon snack.

S

2. Mila announced the results of the student council vote.

C

3. Isaac had been planning the surprise for several months.

S

4. Abigail packs her accordion and carries it to the car.

C

5. Maria and Levi have joined the chess club.

C

6. At 2:00, Julian will have been waiting for three hours.

3
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EVALUATING PRONOUNS & ANTECEDENTS [1 point each]
In the following sentences: (1) Circle each pronoun, and (2) draw a line from each pronoun
to its antecedent. (3) If the pronoun and antecedent agree, place a check mark () in the
blank. if they do not agree, write X in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
X

1. The mailman left at 6AM for their shift.



2. Lillian gave her sister the concert tickets.

X

3. The band members packed its instruments in the trailer.



4. David and Elana had the golf clubs with them on the bus.

X

5. Andrew and Nathan moved his sleeping bags closer to the campfire.

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES [1 point each]
For each sentence below: (1) Put parentheses around each prepositional phrase, and
(2) underline the object of the preposition in each prepositional phrase. The first one has
been done for you.
4

1.
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Bryan walked(to city hall) and met(with the mayor.)

(After the movie,) I saw Dylan(in the lobby.)

3.

Sarah skied(down the slope) and (across the finish line.)

4.

A team (of judges)looked closely(at each painting.)

5.

Connor left his running shoes (under a table)(in the entryway.)

6.

Jayce ran(to the store) and bought a package (of cookies.)
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APPOSITIVES [1 point each]
For each sentence below: (1) Underline the appositive or appositive phrase, (2) circle the
noun or pronoun the appositive tells about, (3) and place commas where they are needed.
The first one has been done for you.
1.

The museum that building with tall pillars has a great photography exhibit.

2.

Anna lost her jacket the blue one with the bright yellow hood.

3.

Brayden my hockey teammate can skate backwards faster than forwards!

4.

Eliana sang the song “America the Beautiful” at the school talent show.

5.

That artist the one painting the landscape has artworks in the city museum.

6.

The park that one with a play area for dogs is very popular on Saturday mornings.

POSSESSIVES [1 point each]
For each item below, form the possessive of the noun in parentheses that completes the
sentence. Write that possessive in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
Jeffrey’s

1.

(Jeffrey) The wind blew
building a sandcastle.

2.

(Madison) During

3.

(men) The

men’s

4.

(grass) The

grass’s

5.

(Nicholas)

Nicholas’s

phone was found in the cafeteria.

6.

(mouse) A

mouse’s

footprints trailed across the kitchen floor.

7.

(churches) The
hill outside the city.

Madison’s

churches’

5

hat off his head while he was

speech, the audience listened closely.

hunting gear filled the truck.

green color was vibrant in the morning sun.

steeples could be seen from the top of the
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PRONOUN FORMS [2 points each]
One pronoun has been underlined in each sentence below.
1.

Identify the pronoun form, and record it in the first column called FORM. If it
is a possessive pronoun, write PP; if it is a subject pronoun, write SP; if it is a
possessive adjective, write PA; if it is an object pronoun, write OP.

2.

Identify the role the pronoun is playing, and record it in the second column
called ROLE. If it is a subject, write S; if it is a predicate noun, write PN; if it
is an adjective, write ADJ; if it is a direct object, write DO; if it is an indirect
object, write IO; if it is an object of a preposition, write OP.

The first one has been done for you.
role

pronoun

SP

PN

1.

The photographer is he.

PP

S

2.

His is the uniform in the front closet.

OP

OP

3.

Avery brought cupcakes to them.

PA

ADJ

4.

My dog chases the neighbor’s cat out of the yard.

OP

IO

5.

Peyton tossed him a new eraser.
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Revision Skill Introduction & Instruction

e. Hartsfield-Jackson Airport in Atlanta is large.

Direct the students to Pages 48 and review the
directions together. Have the students work in pairs
or small groups to complete the activity. Repeat for
Page 49 (EX-ex). Immediately move to Page 50. Have
the students respond to the first two prompts and
discuss their responses (EX-co). Read the paragraph
in the middle of the page together and use questions
to guide students to identifying the pattern: Shared
characteristics define groups (EX-el). Have the students
complete the Pattern Statement on Page 50. Move to
the bottom of the page and help the students identify
other illustrations of the pattern (EX-ap). Consider
displaying some of the best illustrations along with the
pattern statement.

f. The terminal building takes up 130 acres of
land.
g. More than 30,000 cars can fit in the airport’s
parking lots and decks.
h. Passengers can buy coffee inside the airport.
Topic: e
Supporting: a, c, d, f, g
Set 2
a. Marathons, running races that are 26.2 miles
long, are held in many cities around the world,
such as Boston, Massachusetts.

Direct the students to Page 51. Review the information
on revising for paragraph topics. Model the skill for
the students. This skill is challenging, so modeling it
multiple times throughout the unit may be beneficial
(CO-ex). Have the students review the goal and checklist
for the skill, and then have them draw the major steps
of the checklist, using the space at the bottom of the
page. Have them sequence their drawings so that order
follows that of the checklist. Discuss the results, as
desired (CO-co). Then discuss the skill’s connection
to the pattern statement together. Relate the students’
checklist illustrations to the pattern (e.g., How does your
sequence of drawings illustrate that Shared characteristics
define groups?) (CO-el).

b. Most run several times a week, and their
mileage usually increases every week.

Prepare several sets of index cards by writing one
sentence on each index card. (Each set will have a
topic sentence and five supporting sentences, as well as
one or two sentences that do not fit into the potential
paragraph.) You may develop your own sets based on
current topics from other content areas, or you may
use the sets described below. Be sure to include the
letter associated with each sentence somewhere on the
card.

h. A few runners include “twice a days” in their
weekly training; on these days a runner
completes at least two running workouts.

Set 1
a. It has at least seven different terminals and
more than 200 gates.
b. Some terminals were recently renovated and
feature shiny tile floors.
c. Passengers use a train, or an “Underground
People Mover,” to get from one terminal to
another.
d. It has five different runways planes can use to
take-off and land.

c. Some wear brightly colored running shoes
when running.
d. Long runs, which are usually run on weekends,
can be 20 miles long or even longer.
e. Many runners also complete non-running
workouts that focus on building strength.
f. Some runners include speed workouts in
their weekly schedules; speed workouts help a
runner race at faster paces.
g. Marathon runners train hard for races.

Topic: g
Supporting: b, d, e, f, h
Set 3
a. Although he is the “Amazing Spiderman,” in his
everyday life people know him as Peter Parker.
b. Most comic book superheroes have alter egos
that are relatively normal.
c. Bruce Wayne is the wealthy but otherwise
normal gentleman who becomes Batman, or
the “Dark Knight.”
d. Popeye does not have an alter ego.
e. Before he steps into a phone booth and
becomes Superman, Clark Kent is a regular
news reporter.
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f. Barry Allen works for the Central City Police
Department when he is not racing through the
city as “The Flash.”
g. Don Diego de la Vega dons a mask to become
the superhero Zorro.
h. One superhero is blind but uses his other senses
to catch criminals.
Topic: b
Supporting: a, c, e, f, g

from the penguin’s blood.
f. The removed salt drips or is sneezed out of a
penguin’s bill.
g. Penguins can be seen in many aquariums and
zoos.
h. The gland does not change saltwater into fresh
water; it removes salt after the penguin has
ingested seawater.
Topic: b
Supporting: a, c, e, f, h

Set 4
a. As a toddler, Caligula was dressed in a
miniature soldier’s outfit, including armor.
b. Caligula plotted to kill Tiberius, who had
banished Caligula’s mother.
c. He ordered the execution of his cousin Tiberius
Gamellus.
d. He kept his uncle Claudius alive so that the
man could be mocked and scorned.
e. Caligula’s father-in-law and brother-in-law
were murdered by order of the emperor.
f. After the death of his favorite sister, he ordered
that his other two sisters be exiled.
g. During his reign, a brief famine tested the
empire.
h. While he was emperor, and even before then,
Caligula could be cruel and vicious.
Topic: h
Supporting: b, c, d, e, f

Set 5
a. Penguins do not drink ocean water directly, but
they take some in each time they catch prey.
b. The supraorbital gland enables penguins to
hunt prey in the ocean’s saltwater.
c. The gland is located in a penguin’s nasal cavity
and just above its eyes.
d. A penguin’s white belly may look like light from
the ocean surface to a predator below.
e. The gland works much like human kidneys but
is much better at removing sodium chloride

318

Set 6
a. Scientists believe that when a fire breaks out,
echidnas find sturdy trees or logs and hole up in
them.
b. Researchers have tracked echidnas and believe
the animals can survive a fire that lasts up to
four days.
c. Echidnas look somewhat like hedgehogs.
d. Echidnas will also go torpid for varying lengths
of time in the weeks after a forest fire.
e. Echidnas are unusual mammals because they
lay eggs.
f. Echidnas have a strategy for surviving forest
fires.
g. After an intentionally set forest fire, Australian
scientists found many echidnas nosing around
in the ash and very few of the animals that had
been killed by the blaze.
h. While holed up, echidnas go into a torpid
state, which cools their body temperatures and
reduces their need for food.
Topic: f
Supporting: a, b, d, g, h
Set 7
a. Hockey is a popular sport.
b. Hockey is played in the Olympics by both
men’s and women’s teams.
c. Hockey is the national sport of Latvia, and the
national winter sport of Canada.
d. The first indoor hockey game was played in
1875 in Montreal, Canada.
e. Many areas have hockey leagues for players of
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all ages.
f. The National Hockey League draws thousands
of fans to games each year.
g. A hockey puck is three inches in diameter.
h. Hockey is the most popular sport in several
countries, including Canada, Finland, the
Czech Republic, Latvia, and Slovakia.
Topic: a
Supporting: b, c, e, f, h
Before beginning the activity, introduce it by playing
“Odd One Out.” Read a list of items while students
determine which item does not belong with the
others and why. For example, which of the following
does not belong with the others and is, therefore, the
odd one out (or OOO): Bruce Wayne, Shoeshine
Boy, Popeye, Peter Parker, and Clark Kent? (The best
answer is Popeye because all the others are alter egos for
superheroes. Popeye, whether considered a superhero or
not, lacks an alter ego.) Here are several examples that
may be used or may spark your thinking about other
possibilities:
• George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Barak
Obama, Patrick Henry, Gerald Ford (OOO
is Patrick Henry; all the others have been US
Presidents)
• Bulls, Cardinals, Hawks, Timberwolves,
Hornets (OOO is Cardinals; all the others are
teams in the National Basketball Association)
• Iowa, Ohio, New York, Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Minnesota (OOO is Iowa; all the others have
borders that touch one of the Great Lakes)

Then divide the class into small groups of students
and give each group one of the prepared index card
sets. Direct the students to Pages 52-53 of the Student
Portfolio. Explain that each set of cards represents a
paragraph that features a topic sentence, supporting
sentences, and some sentences that do not belong in
the paragraph or are “Odd ones out.” Working together
with the Skill Checklist, each group identifies the topic
and supporting sentences and writes the corresponding
letters into the organizers on Pages 52-53. (The topic
sentence get placed in the “roof,” and each supporting
sentence gets recorded in a “support beam.”) The “Odd
ones out” get recorded on the line below the organizer.
When a group has completed a set, and you have checked
their work, switch sets and continue until each group has
completed at least four sets of index cards. Review and
discuss the activity as desired. Then have the students
write responses to the On-Demand Writing prompt
at the top of Page 54. Discuss as desired. Review the
directions for the exercise that begins in the middle of
Page 54. Have the students complete the exercise (Pages
54-55) or assign its completion for homework. Review
the results together. Have the students respond to the
On-Demand Writing prompt at the top of Page 56 and
discuss as desired. Continue to extend skill knowledge
and practice with the skill by directing the students
to Page 57 and reviewing the information there. This
extends the skill thinking to the structure of an entire
written piece. Direct the students to Pages 58-59 and
review the directions and examples together. Have
students complete the activity in whatever way will be
the most beneficial—individually, in small groups, for
homework, whole group, or any combination. Review
and discuss the results. Conclude this section by having
the students respond to the On-Demand Writing
prompt on Page 60 (CO-ap).

• US Airways, Continental, Delta, United,
Amtrak (OOO is Amtrak; all the others are
commercial airlines)
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REVISION

discovering the pattern
Each row below presents a set of words. The words in each box form a group with some

shared characteristic. However, one word in each set does not belong in the group and
is the “odd one out.” For each set, name the group and figure out which word is the “odd
one out.” Answers will vary
words

GROUP

ODD ONE OUT

things with an
even number of
wheels

tricycle

baseball

court

has wings

dolphin

bicycle
car
SET 1

motorcycle
tricycle
wagon
grocery cart
skateboard
scooter

48

320

mitt

SET 2

steal
mound
base
foul
court
home
walk
dolphin
butterfly
SET 3
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helmet

jet
bird
moth
stage
bat
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Each row below presents a set of phrases. The phrases in each box form a group with some
shared characteristic. However, one phrase in each set does not belong in the group and
is the “odd one out.” For each set, name the group and figure out which phrase is the “odd
one out.”

words

GROUP

ODD ONE OUT

locations

red in color

in the cupboard

SET 4

above the desk
at the front door
below deck
red in color
outside the garage
window

sacked the quarterback

49

reached the end zone

football action

missed a foul
shot

a musician in
a concert

painted the
ceiling

missed a foul shot
kicked a field goal
fumbled the ball

played a scale

SET 6

tuned the violin
watched the conductor
painted the ceiling
performed a solo
took a bow
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made an interception
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reflection
Think about how you identified the groups and “odd ones out.”
How did identifying the group enable you to determine the odd one out in each set?

Answers will vary

Why did the odd one out have to be removed in order to form a group in each set?

Answers will vary

Look at the groups you identified one more time. Notice how you started with a
disconnected list of ideas and ended up with defined groups. The items in your groups
share a connection to an idea that provides each group with a name. Think about these
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ideas: shared, connections, groups. What is the relationship between these ideas?
What pattern does our experience illustrate? When you have an idea, complete the
statement below.

Pattern Statement
Shared characteristics

define

groups.

After you’ve discussed the statement with your teacher and classmates, think of three
other examples or illustrations of the pattern. List your ideas below. Answers will vary
1.
2.
3.
Add this pattern statement to the chart on page VII, next to Unit 5: Paragraph Topics.
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4 What do sentences & paragraphs share?
Paragraphs are groups of sentences, and like the items in your groups, the sentences
in a paragraph all share a connection to one idea. You gave your groups a name based
on the shared characteristics of the things in the group. A group’s name is much like a
paragraph’s main idea. The main idea establishes the common idea to which all the other
sentences must connect. Any sentences that do not connect to that idea seem like “odd
ones out” forced into the group.

revising my writing

Paragraph Topics

PARAGRAPH topics
goal

pattern statement

Present paragraphs that are clear; each
sentence connects to one main idea.

Shared characteristics
define groups.

checklist



Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.
For each paragraph, ask: “What do
I want to say here? What point do I
want to make?” Ask:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what
am I writing about?
• What do I do when I want to tell
my reader about that aspect of the
who or what?

 Identify the sentence that states
that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.

 Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
develop or support the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it.

51
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Your teacher will give you the directions and materials for the activity below.

52
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Odd one out:
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53

Odd one out:
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on-demand writing
Review the main idea, supporting details, and odd ones out for each of the card sets.
How do the resulting paragraphs illustrate the pattern: Shared characteristics define
groups?

Answers will vary
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Read each paragraph and underline the sentence that establishes the main idea. Then,
draw a single line through the sentence in each paragraph that is an “odd one out” and
should not be included in the paragraph. The first one has been done for you.
1.

Physical activity is good for the brain. The brain weighs about three pounds. Being
physically active helps the brain make new neurons. People who exercise regularly
have brains that are making more neurons, and that may improve memory, learning,
and even thinking.

2.

An electromagnet uses an electric current to produce a temporary magnet. Closely
coiled electric wire around a piece of iron creates a powerful magnet for as long as
the power is turned on. The magnetic pull ends when power no longer flows through
the coiled wire. William Sturgeon invented the electromagnet. The strength of the
magnetic pull depends on the thickness of the wire and the number of times it is
wound around the piece of iron.

3.

Meb Keflezighi (ke-flez-gee) is one of America’s greatest marathon runners. He has
run in the Olympic games, and he won the silver medal in 2004. In 2009, Meb won
the New York City Marathon, beating more than 43,000 other runners. Meb was born
May 5, 1975. He won the Boston Marathon in 2014, becoming the first American in
more than 30 years to win the race. At the age of 40, a time when many competitive
runners have stopped trying to make an Olympic team, Meb qualified for his third
Olympic games, finishing second to a runner almost 12 years younger.
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4.

Soccer is the most popular sport in the world; however, cricket, a game few Americans
know how to play, is the world’s second most popular sport. More than 120 million
people around the world play the bat-and-ball game. It is especially popular in
Australia, New Zealand, New Guinea, the United Kingdom, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, the West Indies, and in some southern countries of Africa. Researchers
estimate that up to three billion fans follow the sport. Each team has eleven players.

5.

Squirrels are designed for life in the trees. Large eyes give squirrels excellent eyesight.
Seeing clearly enables a squirrel to gauge how far away a tree branch is and to make
a leap to it. Squirrel feet and claws allow the animals to climb in every direction.
A squirrel’s hind ankles rotate 180°, so the animal can climb up, down, and even
sideways on a tree trunk. Squirrels also have special whiskers, called vibrissae, on their
heads and legs. These specialized hairs give the squirrel a greater sense of touch and
keep it informed of what is nearby. Squirrels come in a variety of colors. Squirrels also
have powerful claws that can grasp tightly and enable them to climb quickly.

6.

Wilma Rudolph had a difficult start in life. She was born prematurely and weighed only
4.5 pounds. When she was four, Wilma contracted polio, which left her left leg and
foot twisted. As a result, she had to wear a leg brace until she was nine years old, and
a special shoe on her left foot for two more years. Before she turned twelve, Wilma
also had to fight off scarlet fever, a disease that killed many people before antibiotics
were discovered. She won three gold medals in the 1960 Olympic games. Her mother
feared Wilma might not live long enough to become an adult.

7.

Sam Patch jumped his way to fame. As a child, Sam worked in a cotton mill and
entertained his co-workers by jumping off the mill’s dam. President Andrew Jackson
named his horse Sam Patch. As a young adult, he jumped off the Great Falls of
the Passaic River in New Jersey, earning him the nickname “Patch the New Jersey
Jumper.” He continued jumping off of bridges, ships’ masts, and factory walls, always
entertaining anyone who would come out to see his unbelievable leaps. In 1828, Sam
Patch leaped from a high tower into the Niagara River near the base of Niagara Falls. A
boat that was supposed to rescue him circled several times, but Sam was already on
the shore getting applause from the amazed crowd.

8. The brain completes many tasks during sleep. Toxins that can build up in the
brain during waking hours get cleared out during sleep. The brain also works on
strengthening new memories overnight. In fact, when the brain learns a new skill, it
may actually “practice” that skill during sleep. Besides rehearsing new tricks, some
scientists believe that brain cells used throughout a day repair their own wear and
tear overnight. In children, the brain releases growth hormones during periods of deep
sleep. Some people dream about showing up to class without having their homework
done. While it seems like an individual is resting, the brain is still working!
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on-demand writing
Review the paragraphs in the activity on the previous page. Why was it necessary to
remove the “odd one out”? How did removing those sentences change the paragraphs?

Answers will vary
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revision STRATEGY & Practice

Paragraph Topics In Multiple Paragraph Compositions
When writing a composition that has more than one paragraph, a writer usually has a
central idea for the entire piece. (The central idea is often a central question rephrased as
a statement.) Each paragraph in the composition addresses an aspect or detail related to
the central idea. Of course, each paragraph has its own main idea and supporting details.
Therefore, a writer needs to think about both the central idea of the composition and the
main idea of the paragraph when considering each sentence. Sentences should support
main ideas, and main ideas should support one central idea. To use our revision checklist
at this level, we need to add steps.

PARAGRAPH topics
goal

pattern statement

Present paragraphs that are clear; each
sentence connects to one main idea.

Shared characteristics
define groups.

checklist



Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.
For each paragraph, ask: “What do
I want to say here? What point do I
want to make?” Ask:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what
am I writing about?
• What do I do when I want to tell
my reader about that aspect of the
who or what?

 Identify the sentence that states

57

that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.

 Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
develop or support the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it.
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SENTENCE SORTING
Read through the 16 sentence sets on the next page. One of the sentences states the one
central idea for the composition. Three of the sentences provide the main ideas for three
different paragraphs. The remaining sentences provide the supporting details for each of
the three paragraphs. Identify the composition’s central idea and write it in the labeled
space of the chart below. Then, using the letters associated with each sentence,
complete the chart by identifying the paragraph main ideas and each paragraph’s
supporting details. One main idea and two supporting details have been identified as
examples for you.

CENTRAL IDEA

“Buzz!” This may not be the sound people like to hear while on a picnic

or a hike in the woods, but bees are important and fascinating insects.

They help plants thrive, live in well-managed hives, and keep human
58
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PARAGRAPH 1

PARAGRAPH 2

PARAGRAPH 3

Main idea

Main idea

Main idea

P

H

J

supporting details

supporting details

supporting details

G

A

D

E

B

I

N

K

F

L

O

M
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A.

Each bee has 170 odorant receptors, which gives them an amazing sense of smell! They use this
when looking for food to recognize different types of flowers.

B. The members of the hive are divided into three types: queen, workers, and drones.
C. “Buzz!” This may not be the sound people like to hear while on a picnic or a hike in the woods, but
bees are important and fascinating insects. They help plants thrive, live in well-managed hives,
and keep human taste buds happy.

D.

Honey bees can feed on many plants a day because they are fast fliers. They fly at a speed of
around 15 miles per hour and beat their wings 200 times per second!

E.

When the worker zips back to the hive, it “dances” a pattern of movements to indicate the
direction of a food source. The other bees then know which way to fly to find more plants for
feeding.

F.

Bees have two stomachs—one for digesting and the other for storing and carrying water or
nectar collected from flowers back to their hives.

G.

Bees transfer pollen between various plant parts, enabling plants to grow seeds and fruit.

H. Honey bees live in hives (or colonies).
One queen runs an entire hive. She lays the eggs that will produce the hive’s next generation of
bees. The queen also releases chemicals that guide the behavior of the hive’s other bees.

J.

Bees are well-known for making the delicious honey that humans love!

K. The drones are the male bees, and their purpose is to mate with the new queen. Several hundred
live in each hive during the spring and summer. But come winter, when the hive goes into
survival mode, the drones are kicked out!

L.

After bees process the nectar in their stomachs, they regurgitate it into the honeycomb cells.
They then fan the honeycomb with their wings to remove excess moisture. The final result is
honey!

M. Bees produce honey as food stores for the hive during winter, but fortunately for humans, these
efficient little workers produce 2-3 times more honey than they need. We get to enjoy the tasty
treat, too!

N. The worker bees are all female and their roles are to forage for food (pollen and nectar from
flowers), to build and protect the hive, and to clean and circulate air by beating their wings.

O. The average worker bee lives for just 5-6 weeks. During this time, she will produce around
1/12 teaspoon of honey.

P.

Because of their extraordinary senses and flying abilities, honey bees are important pollinators
for flowers, fruits, and vegetables; they help plants grow!
continue on next page
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Using your completed chart as a guide, read the sentences in each paragraph in order.
If there is a better way to sequence the sentences, make the changes in your chart.
Continue to do this until each paragraph reads smoothly according to the sequence you
have identified.

on-demand writing
Based on the thinking you had to do to complete the Sentence Sorting activity, what
will be important for you to think through during the Sketching and Seeing stage for an
informative report?

Answers will vary
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GENRE

DISCOVERING THE PATTERN
Your teacher will give you directions for this activity.
What happened? Describe what you experienced/witnessed.
Answers will vary
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Genre Introduction & Instruction
Direct the students to the bottom Page 60. Then
consider posting a list of good illustrations of the
hold a single piece of uncooked spaghetti vertically
pattern (EX-ap).
with one end resting on a desk or table. Place a book
on the top of the spaghetti and let go, allowing the
Direct the students to the top section of Page 62.
spaghetti to crumble and the book to fall. Repeat
Review the information on the Informative Report
with two strands of spaghetti. Then keep repeating
genre. If informative reports have been used for
with increasing numbers of spaghetti strands until
Acquaintance and Analysis sessions leading up to the
the book is held up by the bunch (EX-ex). Have the
unit, remind students of these and ask them how the
Writer's Stylus: Coral—Student Portfolio Book 2
students respond to the prompt on Page 61 (EX-co).
writings illustrate the genre (CO-ex, co). Ask the
Read and discuss the second prompt on Page 61
students how the writing illustrates the pattern,
Using your
completed
chart as a guide,
read the sentences
in each
paragraph
order.
together, guiding the students
toward
the Pattern
Individual
things gain
strength
wheninclustered
together,
If there is a better way to sequence the sentences, make the changes in your chart.
Statement: Individual things gain strength when
and how the writings illustrate characteristics of
Continue to do this until each paragraph reads smoothly according to the sequence you
clustered together (EX-el). Discuss the final prompts
informative reports (CO-el, ap).
have identified.
on Page 61, have the students write responses, and
Student Portfolio • page 60

on-demand writing
Based on the thinking you had to do to complete the Sentence Sorting activity, what
will be important for you to think through during the Sketching and Seeing stage for an
informative report?

Answers will vary
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GENRE

DISCOVERING THE PATTERN
Your teacher will give you directions for this activity.
What happened? Describe what you experienced/witnessed.
Answers will vary
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What made the difference between the spaghetti breaking and the spaghetti holding up
the book?

Answers will vary

Consider the following ideas: individual things, clustered, and strength. What statement
brings these ideas together and describes your experience with the spaghetti and book?

Pattern Statement
Individual things gain
clustered

strength

when

together.

Individual things gain strength when clustered together. How did your experience with
the spaghetti illustrate this idea? What else illustrates this idea?

Answers will vary

Individual things gain strength when clustered together. How does this pattern relate
to developing good paragraphs?

Answers will vary

Add this pattern statement to the chart on page VII, next to Unit 5: Step-by-Step HowTo/How-it-Happens.
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the genre

Informative Report

4 Informative Report is an expository genre.
Expository genres inform readers about a subject; they are nonfiction genres.
Informative Report writing provides a thorough summary of a topic. For example,
a writer may explain three game-winning abilities of an excellent baseball player,
or the defining characteristics of an animal like the two-toed sloth.
The best informative reports are thorough. Although they present a summary of
information, informative reports answer the most important questions about
their topics without overwhelming a reader with too many details.
A writer’s topic choice is critically important. An informative report should be
focused enough that it does not try to present more than is possible on a topic.
For example, if a writer tries to write an informative report on the topic of
hurricanes, she will find more information than she can present in a single report.
However, if she chooses to write about the formation of Hurricane Katrina, she
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can provide readers with a thorough summary within a single informative report.

revising within the genre
While writing an informative report, be mindful of the two patterns we’ve experienced:

REVISION

GENRE

Shared characteristics
define groups

Individual things gain strength
when clustered together

The text on the next page is part of an informative report. Think about the revision goal
and use your revising & proofing marks (p. X) to indicate the improvements you would
make to this section of an informative report. Answers will vary
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Revising Within the Genre
Direct the students to the bottom of Page 63. Review and
discuss the pattern statements presented there. Explain
that the text on Pages 63-64 is a portion of an
Informative Report. Read through the text as it is so that
students can hear how the paragraphs sound (AP-ex).
Review the skill’s steps one more time (Page 63) (AP-co).
Challenge the students to work through the passage one
paragraph at a time, pausing to consider potential
revisions to each one. Remind the students that they
should revise the paragraphs so that each one illustrates

the pattern statements (AP-el-ap). Have students
complete the revisions as desired (small groups,
individually, homework, combination of formats).
Review the results together, keeping in mind that there
are multiple ways the passage may be revised and
improved. (A Possible Revision is included on Page 338.)
Conclude this section by having the students write
responses to the On-Demand Writing prompt on
Page 65.

Unit 5

PARAGRAPH topics
goal

pattern statement

Present paragraphs that are clear; each
sentence connects to one main idea.

Shared characteristics
define groups.

checklist




Read the draft one paragraph at a
time.
For each paragraph, ask: “What do
I want to say here? What point do I
want to make?” Ask:
• Who or what am I writing about?
• What aspect of the who or what
am I writing about?

 Identify the sentence that states
that idea. If no such sentence exists,
consider adding one.

 Review every sentence in the
paragraph. If any sentence does not
develop or support the main idea,
consider moving or deleting it.

• What do I do when I want to tell
my reader about that aspect of the
who or what?

Young athletes and their parents are taking a new look at those bumps on the head
that once were thought to be just an ordinary part of playing sports. Damien J. Burgess, a
student at the United States Sports Academy, estimates there are 300,000 sport-related
traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) in the United States each year. You can get a concussion
from a falling coconut. Most are mild to severe concussions, and many are repeat injuries.
With proper care a concussion can usually heal, but death may occur if the
concussion is left untreated or the athlete returns to play too soon.
Concussions can be caused by a blow to the head in football, hockey, baseball, or any
other sport. Sometimes a jerky motion that snaps a head backward or forward can cause
the brain to shift and thus cause a concussion.
continue on next page

336
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Repeated seemingly mild brain injuries over a short period of time can be fatal.
Classification of concussions is based on severity of symptoms, and the length of
treatment must be carefully determined. Grade 1 indicates no loss of consciousness and
symptoms resolve within 15 minutes.
Grade 2 also denotes no loss of consciousness but with more than 15 minutes of
symptoms. The most severe concussion, Grade 3, causes loss of consciousness. Brief loss
indicates one to two weeks without strenuous activity. With a longer time unconscious, an
athlete should be evaluated at a hospital.
A player who suffers repeated Grade 3 concussions should have CT or MRI scans
and take a month or even the rest of the season to recover. Because of today’s explosive
weapons, brave warriors sometimes return from battle with TBIs.
In recent years, attention has been drawn to this type of injury suffered by
64

celebrities like newsman Bob Woodruff, who is recovering from injuries he received while
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reporting from Iraq. I saw Bob Woodruff sing once on TV. Athletes, coaches, and parents
also must watch for the sometimes subtle symptoms that follow those bumps on the head
at the sporting events we all enjoy.
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A POSSIBLE REVISION
This is not THE correct revision, but one possibility. Accept any justifiable revisions.

Young athletes and their parents are taking a new look at those bumps on the
head that once were thought to be just an ordinary part of playing sports. Damien J.
Burgess, a student at the United States Sports Academy, estimates there are 300,000
sport related traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) in the United States each year. Most
are mild to severe concussions, and many are repeat injuries. With proper care a
concussion can usually heal, but death may occur if the concussion is left untreated
or the athlete returns to play too soon.
Concussions can be caused by a blow to the head in football, hockey, baseball,
or any other sport. Sometimes a jerky motion that snaps a head backward or forward
can cause the brain to shift and thus a concussion. Repeated seemingly mild brain
injuries over a short period of time can be fatal.
Classification of concussions is based on severity of symptoms, and the length
of treatment must be carefully determined. Grade 1 has no loss of consciousness
and symptoms resolve within 15 minutes. Grade 2 also has no loss of consciousness
but with more than 15 minutes of symptoms. The most severe concussion, Grade 3,
causes loss of consciousness. Brief loss indicates one to two weeks without strenuous
activity. With a longer time unconscious, an athlete should be evaluated at a hospital.
A player who suffers repeated Grade 3 concussions should have CT or MRI scans
and take a month or even the rest of the season to recover.
Because of today’s explosive weapons, brave warriors often return from battle
with TBIs. Recently, attention has been drawn to this type of injury suffered by
celebrities like newsman Bob Woodruff who is recovering and Natasha Richardson
who died. Athletes, coaches, and parents also must watch for the sometimes subtle
symptoms that follow those bumps on the head at the sporting events we all enjoy.

1.
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“Brain Injury In Sports.” Brain Injury Resource Center. 29 August 2009.
http://www.headinjury.com/sports.htm

2.

Burgess, Damien. “Traumatic Brain Injuries in Sports.” United States Sports Academy.
2002 http://thesportdigest.com/article/traumatic-brain-injuries-sports

3.

Mayo Clinic Staff. “Traumatic Brain Injury.” 23 June 2009. http://www.mayo clinic.com/
health/traumatic-brain-injury/DS00552

4.

“Traumatic Brain Injury.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. National Center for
Injury Prevention and Control. 18 March 2009. http://www.cdc.gov/ncipc/tbi/TBI.htm

5.

“Traumatic Brain Injury.” Wipikedia, the free encyclopedia. 30 August 2009 http://
en.wkipedia.org/wiki/Traumatic_brain_injury
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on-demand writing
Once you’ve revised the passage above, read it through. How do your revisions illustrate
the patterns: Shared characteristics define groups and Individual things gain strength
when clustered together?

Answers will vary
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Informative Report: Working Through the Writing Process
D i r e c t t he s t u d e nt s t o Pa ge s 6 6 - 67 o f t he
Student Portfolio. Work through the Visioning
(Pre-Writing) material and activities as desired (all
together, with students working in small groups, or
individually).
Provide time for students to work on their initial drafts
of the Informative Report (IN-ex). Provide coaching
session(s) for each student, using the rubric as a guide

340

for improvement. Address non-rubric elements as
well, especially those reviewed previously in the unit,
challenging each student to make the writing the best it
can be. Once coaching and revising has been completed,
engage the students in proofing their informative reports.
Follow through with whatever opportunities exist for the
students to share their writing (IN-co-ap). Collect copies
to use for assessment.
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Seeing
You will be writing an informative report that clearly presents a thorough summary of
a topic. For example, a history writer may develop a report that summarizes the role
Bletchley Park played in shortening World War II. This writer’s initial thinking may look like
the following:
Subject
topics

success in
code-breaking

location
northwest of
London
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Bletchley Park

decoding of
"Enigma"

Alan Turing
Samuel
Lipscomb
Seckham

Think about subjects that interest you—subjects you would like to know more about. Use
the charts below to identify possible subjects and some of their related topics. (This is a
good time to begin your research!) Add topic bubbles, if needed. For each subject, identify
what your focus would be, using one or a few of the related topics.
possibility 1

Subject

topics
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possibility 2
Subject
topics

possibility 3

67

topics

For each subject, identify the topic(s) on which you would like to focus for a possible
report. Circle these topics. Then choose the subject that most interests you, and share it
with your editor.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

342
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Sketching
Once the history writer researches Bletchley Park and the related topics she wants to
include in her report, she organizes the details she’s found. She knows she’s going to begin
her report with an interesting anecdote about the instructions not to talk in common
places at Bletchley Park. Then she’s going to develop a paragraph on each of her topics.
Since informative report is an expository genre, she knows each paragraph in her report
should have a main idea that is supported by related details. A paragraph on one of her
topics may be organized this way:

He made five major advances in code-breaking
during World War II.

He led the section that broke German
naval codes.

Many historians claim his work shortened
World War II by two to four years.

His code-breaking influenced the
Battle of the Atlantic outcome.
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He improved machines that could
help break codes.

Alan Turing played a critical role
in Bletchley Park's success.

A REMINDER
To identify a main idea for each informative paragraph, you can ask yourself:
1. What is this paragraph going to be about? That is your topic.
2. What aspect of that topic is this paragraph going to be about?
3. What do I want to say about that aspect of the topic?
Your informative report will have one paragraph of introduction, at least three paragraphs
of information, and a concluding paragraph. Use the organizer on the next pages to
arrange your topics and their supporting details. (You will use these to form your
paragraphs of information.) When you have the organizers completed, share them with
your editor.
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Shaping
A slant helps a writer think about how the big pieces of information will come together
in a written piece. For example, your informative report article has two big pieces: your
chosen subject and related topics. A slant is a phrase that provides a general overview for
a piece of writing.
For example, rather than say an article will be about Bletchley Park, a history writer might
say the report’s slant is the role of Alan Turing, the breaking of Enigma, and the remarkable
success of Bletchley Park. The slant for informative report writing emphasizes the topics
that provide the report’s narrowed focus.
Develop a slant for your informative report article by adding your topics and subject
below.

Slant
The
your topics

71

of

Now read the resulting phrase aloud. That is the slant for your report!

A central question is the big, overall question that the writer will attempt to answer.
For example, the history writer may have the following as a central question for her
informative report: What role did Bletchley Park have in ending World War II?
What big, overall question(s) will you attempt to answer with your informative report?
Write your central question on the lines below, and then share it with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Vision Statement
A vision statement helps a writer figure out how to structure a piece of writing. It builds
on the slant and central question. A good vision statement helps a writer and editor
determine what the content and structure of a written piece will be.
For example, a history writer might develop the following vision statement for an
informative report:
“Station X” presents the role of Alan Turing, the breaking of Enigma, and the
remarkable success of Bletchley Park by summarizing key details of each topic. It
answers the central question: What role did Bletchley Park play in ending World
War II?
The vision statement suggests the content and structure of your informative report. For
example, after an introductory paragraph that relates an interesting anecdote, the history
writer may have a paragraph that summarizes Alan Turing’s work at Bletchley Park, a
second paragraph that sequences how the German secret code known as Enigma was
broken, a third paragraph that explains the overall success of Bletchley Park in shortening
the war, and a conclusion.
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Refer to the examples and use the form below to develop a vision statement for your
paragraph.

Vision Statement

"

title of your report

of

your subject

"

presents
your topics

by summarizing the key details of each topic.

It answers the central question(s):

rewrite your central question(s)

Review your vision statement with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS
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Since you have the main ideas and supporting details for each of your topics, you only need
two more pieces before you begin drafting your informative report. The first section of
your informative report will be an introductory paragraph. A good introductory paragraph
accomplishes two things:
1. It sparks a reader’s interest in your subject, and
2. it introduces your subject and topic(s).
Anecdotes (very short stories) often work well to spark a reader’s interest. For example, a
history writer might open her informative report this way:

"Do not talk at meals. Do not talk in the transport. Do not talk traveling…Do not talk by
your own fireside. Be careful even in your Hut…” Each person chosen to work at Bletchley
Park received these instructions. Their work was a secret and was supposed to stay a
secret. The British government did not want anyone, especially Germany and the other
Axis powers, to know where teams were working on breaking the enemy’s World War II
communication codes. That place was Bletchley Park, and its huge influence on the war’s
outcome was made possible by the work of Alan Turing, the breaking of Enigma, and
the wide-spread success of the teams who worked at “Station X.”
Notice how the anecdote connects to the history writer's identification of her topics
(the items in bold). The paragraph accomplishes both tasks of the informative report’s
introduction.
Think about your subject and topics. Is there an anecdote you could use to spark a
reader’s interest and introduce your subject and topics? Use the space below to develop a
possible introductory paragraph.

Answers will vary
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The last part of your informative report will be the conclusion. A good concluding
paragraph does two things:
1. It reminds the reader of your subject and topic(s), and
2. it gives the reader a feeling that you, as the writer, have provided a thorough
presentation of your topics.
For example, here is how the history writer may conclude her informative report:

While Alan Turing may be the most famous of Bletchley Park’s code breakers, many
individuals, at Bletchley Park, in government, and on battlefields, brought victory to
the Allies. Enigma, the code that seemed unbreakable, fell to the bright minds and new
technologies found at Bletchley. And if, as historians conclude, the success of Bletchley
shortened Europe’s part of World War II by at least two years, hundreds or thousands of
lives were saved. Working in secret to break codes helped bring peace out in the open;
Bletchley’s code breakers became a continent’s peacemakers.
Notice how the history writer reminds readers of her subject and topics without repeating
exactly the same words she used in other sections of the report. She reminds her readers
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about her report’s focus and wraps up the report with a final thought. Her readers will
likely feel like she has given them thorough information about Alan Turing, the breaking of
Enigma, and the general success of Bletchley Park.
Think about your subject and topics. How can you remind your readers about them and
give your readers a feeling that you have provided a thorough presentation of them? Use
the space below to develop a possible concluding paragraph.

Share your introduction and conclusion ideas with your editor. EDITOR'S INITIALS
Now bring the pieces together by working on a rough draft of your informative report.
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Once the Narratives are complete, direct the students to
Pages 75-77 of the Student Portfolio. Review the
directions for the On-Demand Writing activity and
once completed, discuss the results together. Then assign
responses to the prompts on the remaining pages and

discuss the results as desired. Consider reviewing the
students’ responses to the Personal Reflection section
as t hey may prov ide insight into st udent
learning.

Unit 5

reflectiON

on-demand writing

Hosting a dinner requires planning, preparation, and intentional organization. An example
of the steps involved are listed in the chart below. Use the empty space in the table to list
the steps involved in writing an informative report.
hosting A DINNER

WRITING AN INFORMATIVE ESSAY

* Make a guest list to decide
how many people will attend
the dinner.
* Research possible food
options and think about
the likes and dislikes of the
guests.
* Organize your food choices
into appetizers, main meal,
and dessert.
* Make sure the menu is
balanced and discard any
ideas that will not fit;
determine if it will be be too
difficult to make, or if it will be
more than what is needed.
* Plan the table, serving
platters, decorations, and
seating arrangements.
* Organize the recipes and
make a shopping list of all
necessary ingredients and
items.
* Plan the cooking order of
dishes. What can be prepared
early? In what order should
food be prepared the day of so
it is ready at the same time?
* Think about who can help
with what so you can delegate
tasks.
* Cook, serve, enjoy!
* Clean up and reflect upon
what to do differently next
time.
continue on next page
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How is writing an informative report like planning and hosting a dinner? Think about the
similarities and differences between the two processes, and then write your insights on
the lines below.

Answers will vary
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personal reflection
What was most helpful pre-drafting step in helping you write with purpose, organization,
and clarity?

Answers will vary

continue on next page

4
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How do you feel about using the comma rules associated with each type of sentence
structure? Is there anything you need to think about when working on future writings?
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REVISION SKILLS
PARAGRAPH UNITS
Objective

Checklist

 Read the draft one paragraph at a time.
 For each paragraph, ask: “What do I want to say here?
With teacher prompting and support, student
reviews the paragraphs within a draft and revises the
draft so that each paragraph represents a cohesive
and singular unit of thought.

What point do I want to make?” (Provost, 1985, p. 44).

 Identify the sentence that states that idea. If no such
sentence exists, consider adding one.

 Review every sentence in the paragraph. If any do not
develop or support the central idea, consider moving
or deleting them.

Rubric

Some paragraphs lack
flow from sentence
to sentence. The
sentences all relate to
the paragraph’s focus,
but movement from
one sentence to the
next lacks smoothness.
Additional revision
may improve flow of
sentences within a few
paragraphs.

t

t
t

Revision may only
slightly, if at all,
improve paragraph
units.

t

Each paragraph
features smoothly
flowing transitions
from sentence to
sentence. Each
paragraph reads easily
because the sentences
flow freely from one to
the next.

t

All paragraphs within
the writing possess a
coherent focus. Each
sentence in these
paragraphs relates to
the focus, resulting
in a coherent, wellstructured paragraph.

Most paragraphs
within the writing
possess a coherent
focus. Each sentence
in these paragraphs
relates to the focus,
resulting in a coherent,
well-structured
paragraph.
A few (two or fewer)
paragraphs lack focus
or contain sentences
that do not relate to
the paragraph’s focus.

NOT YET

t

All paragraphs within
the writing possess a
coherent focus. Each
sentence in these
paragraphs relates to
the focus, resulting
in a coherent, wellstructured paragraph.

ADEQUATE
t

PROFICIENT

t

EXEMPLARY

Writing features a
majority of paragraphs
that lack focus or
contain sentences that
do not relate to the
paragraph’s focus.
Additional revisions
would significantly
improve paragraph
coherence.

Additional revisions
could improve
paragraph coherence.
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GENRE
EXPOSITORY: Informative Report
Definition

Objective

Provides an objective and thorough summary of some
topic. Coverage, while complete, is often more general
than specific in nature with only enough detail to
validate a fact.

With teacher prompting and support, student writes
a cohesive (unified and complete) and coherent (clear
and logical) multi-paragraph (i.e., sufficient for the
topic) informative report based on content gathered
from multiple resources (i.e., sufficient for the topic).

Rubric

t

Writing flows well with
smooth transitions
between paragraphs.

t

t
t
t

Writing features
reader-friendly
elements, such as
explanations that
compare unknown
details with things the
reader probably does
know. For example,
“The bike’s derailleur is
like a chute that guides
the chain from one
chainring to another.”

Writing features
well-chosen subtopics
and details that give
the reader a good
understanding of
the topic. The most
important ideas are
included in the report.

Writing features a
cohesive (unified
and complete) and
coherent (clear
and logical) multiparagraph (i.e.,
sufficient for the
topic) informative
report based on
content gathered from
multiple resources (i.e.,
sufficient for the topic).
While the report is
cohesive and coherent,
it includes some
subtopics and details
that are less important
than some subtopics
and details that are not
included.

NOT YET

t

Writing flows well with
smooth transitions
between paragraphs.

t

Writing features
well-chosen subtopics
and details that give
the reader a good
understanding of
the topic. The most
important ideas are
included in the report.

Writing features
a cohesive (unified
and complete) and
coherent (clear
and logical) multiparagraph (i.e.,
sufficient for the
topic) informative
report based on
content gathered from
multiple resources (i.e.,
sufficient for the topic).

ADEQUATE
t

t
t
t
t
t

354

Writing features a
cohesive (unified
and complete) and
coherent (clear
and logical) multiparagraph (i.e.,
sufficient for the
topic) informative
report based on
content gathered from
multiple resources (i.e.,
sufficient for the topic).

PROFICIENT

t

EXEMPLARY

Writing fails to
present a cohesive
(unified and complete)
and coherent (clear
and logical) multiparagraph (i.e.,
sufficient for the
topic) informative
report based on
content gathered from
multiple resources (i.e.,
sufficient for the topic).
Additional revisions
could significantly
improve the text.

Additional revisions
could improve the text.

Additional revisions
could improve the text.

Additional revisions
may minimally improve
the text.
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Unit 5
REVISING & WRITING INFORMATIVE
REPORT
MULTIPLE CHOICE [1 point each]
For each item below, circle the letter next to the choice that best answers the question or
completes the statement. Your teacher will do the first one with you.
1.

Like paragraphs and their sentences, groups are composed of things that…
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

The main idea of a paragraph…
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

4.

a.
b.

delete all the supporting details from every paragraph.
delete the topic sentence from every paragraph.

c.
d.

delete the first word of every sentence in a paragraph.
delete any sentence does not develop or support a paragraph’s main idea.

If a writer finds a paragraph that does not have a topic sentence, he should…
yell, “This one is missing a topic sentence!”
consider adding one.
tear up the entire draft and start over from the beginning.
leave it alone so the reader has to guess the paragraph’s main idea.

If the following sentences were part of a paragraph, which one would be the topic
sentence?
a.
b.
c.
d.

6.

presents the common idea to which all the other sentences connect.
is the only complete sentence in a paragraph.
presents an unrelated idea for the reader to consider.
is always written in all capital letters.

To revise a paragraph for paragraph topics, a writer should…

a.
b.
c.
d.
5.

have nothing in common.
confuse people.
share characteristics.
make understanding difficult.

She began composing music by the time she was ten-years-old.
In more than 1300 concerts, she amazed audiences with her ability to play from
memory.
Clara Schumann accomplished much during her life.
When she was 11, Clara Schumann performed her first concert.

If the following sentences were part of a paragraph, which one would be the topic
sentence?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Chester Greenwood was a teenager who invented ear muffs.
When he was 15, he asked his grandmother to sew fur into a wire loop he made.
Chester got frustrated when his ears got cold while ice skating.
In the 1870s, Chester perfected his invention and received a patent for ear muffs.

1
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Revision & Writing Assessment
Following students’ completion of the writing assignment, the Revision & Writing Assessment can be administered.
Reproducible master pages are at the end of this unit (See Teacher Tablet page 358).
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REVISION: paragraph topics
[2 points each; 1 point for main idea ID, and 1 point for misplaced sentence ID.]
For each of the following paragraphs: (1) Read each paragraph and underline the
sentence that establishes the main idea. (2) Draw a single line through the sentence in
each paragraph that does not support the main idea and should not be included in the
paragraph. The first one has been done for you.
1.

Physical activity is good for the brain. The brain weighs about three pounds. Being
physically active helps the brain make new neurons. People who exercise regularly
have brains that are making more neurons, and that may improve memory, learning,
and even thinking.

2.

The “Great Smog” or “Big Smoke” was a dangerous and deadly event. In early
December of 1952, heavy smog darkened the skies in London. It was so thick that
people could only see about 15 feet ahead of themselves. Driving, traveling by train,
and even walking outside was risky. Big Ben is a famous landmark in London. The
air was so poisonous that thousands of people died in their sleep. Experts believe
that at least 4000 people, and possibly as many as 12,000 people, lost their lives
due to the dark, yellowish brown air.
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3.

Snowboarders can compete in several different events. The Giant Slalom features
two snowboarders racing one another through a zig-zagging series of gates.
Snowboarders perform tricks in Halfpipe, and get judged on the height and difficulty
of their stunts. The first snowboard was invented by a farmer in 1929. Boardercross
is an exciting event to watch as six snowboarders race through gates, over jumps,
and tricky turns. Audiences like the “big air” competitions where snowboarders
perform complicated and risky stunts. Other types of snowboard contests also
exist.

4.

When writing, Dickens frequently stood in front of a mirror and acted out the
actions of his characters. He occasionally performed small roles in local play
productions. As a child, he earned money in a factory by pasting labels on bottles
of shoe polish. Later in his career, Dickens presented public, dramatic readings of
famous scenes from his stories. Charles Dickens was a natural performer.

5.

A clarinet needs three things to produce music. First, a player provides the air.
Second, the reed, which is made of wood, vibrates and produces sound when
the player blows into the instrument. Finally, the holes and keys on the clarinet
influence how air moves through the instrument. Changes in the air movement
create the notes that make up the clarinet’s music. A man in Nuremberg, Germany
invented the clarinet.
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6.

Paavo Nurmi, the “Flying Finn,” may have been the greatest runner of his day. At
the 1924 Olympics, Nurmi won five gold medals. Two races held during those games
took place less than an hour apart, and he won them both! In 1936, he opened a
clothing store in Helsinki, Finland. On January 6, 1925, Nurmi raced in New York’s
Madison Square Garden and broke two world records. After that, Nurmi raced more
than 50 times and only lost once.

MULTIPLE CHOICE [1 point each]
For each item below, circle the letter next to the choice that best answers the question or
completes the statement. Your teacher will do the first one with you.
1.

Like ideas in paragraphs, individual things gain strength when…
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Informative report writing…
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

6.

interesting.
factual.
honest.
overwhelming.

An informative report should be focused enough that…
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

provides a thorough summary of a topic.
provides complete directions for something, like making a paper airplane.
describes something so well that a reader experiences it.
tells readers a story.

3

When writing an informative report, a writer should be thorough but not…
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

kept apart.
moved to different places.
clustered together.
given spaghetti.

it can be at least twenty-pages long.
it does not try to present more than is possible about its topic.
it can present unnecessary details about its topic.
it can be written in several colors of ink.

The opening paragraph of an informative report should do which two things?
a.
b.
c.

Spark the reader’s interest and list all the report’s main ideas
Introduce the subject and topics and bore the reader
Tell the reader the writer’s name and give the writer’s mailing address

d.

Spark the reader’s interest and introduce the report’s the subject and topics

One effective way a writer can begin an informative report is by…
a.
b.
c.
d.

opening with, “This is my informative report about…”
explaining why the writer is not interested in the report’s topic.
sharing an interesting anecdote related to the report’s topic.
telling the reader that the report is an assignment for school.
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Unit 5

MECHANICS
CAPITALIZATION, END MARKS, & SENTENCE TYPES
[3 points each: 1 for sentence ID, 1 for capitalization, 1 for end mark]
In each sentence below:
1.

Use your revising & proofing marks to indicate letters that should be
capitalized.

2.

Write D in the blank if the sentence is declarative. Write IM in the blank if the
sentence is imperative. Write IN in the blank if the sentence is interrogative.
Write E in the blank if the sentence is exclamatory.

3. Use your revising & proofing marks to add the correct end mark to each
sentence.
The first one has been done for you.
E

1. we ran the whole way

!
2. mr. guenster read the cat in the hat to us in german

1

4. eva will be at a meeting of the association of eager equestrians on tuesday
5. I read “the road to rescue” in this month’s doggy devotees
6. deliver this mexican food to miss thompson
COMMAS [1 point each]
For each item below, use your revising & proofing marks to add commas where they are
needed. The first one has been done for you.
1.

We visited my cousins in Eugene Oregon.

2.

A gold red and silver sign greeted the visitors.

3.

We drove to Philadelphia Pennsylvania and we visited the Franklin Institute.

4.

That mug the one sitting on the counter is yours.

5. The
two Learning/Make
sections ofWay
thefor“Chunnel”
were
finallyallowed
linkedwithout
on December
1990.
© 2011-2017
Clerestory
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QUOTATION MARKS & COMMAS [2 points each]
For each item below, use your revising & proofing marks to add quotation marks and
commas where they are needed. The first one has been done for you.
1.

Hank whispered Where are the light switches?

2.

This vase is old and valuable explained the tour guide. It’s worth millions of dollars.

3.

When will the mail be delivered asked Emily. I am expecting a package from Aunt
Ava.

4.

We can stop at the grocery store on our way home said Dad.

5.

You can rake the leaves explained Grandpa and then we can jump into the piles!

ADJECTIVES & ADVERBS [3 points each: 1 for adjective/adverb ID, 1 for
connections to noun/pronoun, 1 for comma placements]
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In each sentence below: (1) Box each adverb and circle each adjective (Do not circle the
articles a, an, and the.), (2) draw a curved line from each adjective and adverb to the noun,
pronoun, verb, adjective, or other adverb each describes, and (3) use revising & proofing
marks to add commas where they are needed. The first one has been done for you.
1.

The cool crisp wind blew loudly through the tall grass.

2.

A large square and wrapped package was clumsily handed to Alex.

3.

The otters swam swiftly gracefully and eagerly toward the excited visitors.

4.

Owen gently stepped onto the first rung of the old ladder.

5.

Tomorrow we will go to the new restaurant.
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IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING VERBS [2 points each]
In the sentences below: (1) Underline the subject once and the verb twice. (2) If the verb
is an active verb, determine whether it is in active or passive voice. (3) In the blank before
the sentence, write A if it has an active voice or P if it has a passive voice. If the verb is a
linking verb, write L in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
A

1. Melissa wrote a letter to her state representative.
2. Our team played two games on Saturday.
3. The decorations will be hung tomorrow..
4. Jack was a police officer in the school play.
5. Avery carried her trombone to the auditorium.
6. The mail was delivered about an hour ago.

S

1. Jennifer looked in the pantry for an afternoon snack.
2. Mila announced the results of the student council vote.
3. Isaac had been planning the surprise for several months.
4. Abigail packs her accordion and carries it to the car.
5. Maria and Levi have joined the chess club.
6. At 2:00, Julian will have been waiting for three hours.
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IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING VERBS [2 points each]
Evaluate the following sentences for simple or complex verb tenses. (1) Underline the verb
in each sentence twice. (2) If the verb is a simple past, present, or future tense, write S in
the blank before the sentence. If the verb is more complex, write C in the blank before the
sentence. The first one has been done for you.
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EVALUATING PRONOUNS & ANTECEDENTS [1 point each]
In the following sentences: (1) Circle each pronoun, and (2) draw a line from each pronoun
to its antecedent. (3) If the pronoun and antecedent agree, place a check mark () in the
blank. if they do not agree, write X in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
X

1. The mailman left at 6AM for their shift.
2. Lillian gave her sister the concert tickets.
3. The band members packed its instruments in the trailer.
4. David and Elana had the golf clubs with them on the bus.
5. Andrew and Nathan moved his sleeping bag closer to the campfire.

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES [1 point each]
For each sentence below: (1) Put parentheses around each prepositional phrase, and
(2) underline the object of the preposition in each prepositional phrase. The first one has
been done for you.
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1.

Bryan walked(to city hall)and met(with the mayor.)

2.

After the movie, I saw Dylan in the lobby.

3.

Sarah skied down the slope and across the finish line.

4.

A team of judges looked closely at each painting.

5.

Connor left his running shoes under a table in the entryway.

6.

Jayce ran to the store and bought a package of cookies.
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APPOSITIVES [1 point each]
For each sentence below: (1) Underline the appositive or appositive phrase, (2) circle the
noun or pronoun the appositive tells about, (3) place commas where they are needed. The
first one has been done for you.
1.

The museum that building with tall pillars has a great photography exhibit.

2.

Anna lost her jacket the blue one with the bright yellow hood.

3.

Brayden my hockey teammate can skate backwards faster than forwards!

4.

Eliana sang the song “America the Beautiful” at the school talent show.

5.

That artist the one painting the landscape has artworks in the city museum.

6.

The park that one with a play are for dogs is very popular on Saturday mornings.

POSSESSIVES [1 point each]
For each item below, form the possessive of the noun in parentheses that completes the
sentence. Write that possessive in the blank. The first one has been done for you.
(Jeffrey) The wind blew
building a sandcastle.

hat off his head while he was

2.

(Madison) During

3.

(men) The

4.

(grass) The

5.

(Nicholas)

phone was found in the cafeteria.

6.

(mouse) A

footprints trailed across the kitchen floor.

7.

(churches) The
hill outside the city.

speech, the audience listened closely.

hunting gear filled the truck.

green color was vibrant in the morning sun.

steeples could be seen from the top of the
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PRONOUN FORMS [2 points each]
One pronoun has been underlined in each sentence below.
1.

Identify the pronoun form, and record it in the first column called FORM. If it
is a possessive pronoun, write PP; if it is a subject pronoun, write SP; if it is a
possessive adjective, write PA; if it is an object pronoun, write OP.

2.

Identify the role the pronoun is playing, and record it in the second column
called ROLE. If it is a subject, write S; if it is a predicate noun, write PN; if it
is an adjective, write ADJ; if it is a direct object, write DO; if it is an indirect
object, write IO; if it is an object of a preposition, write OP.

The first one has been done for you.
FORM

role

SP

PN

pronoun

1.

The photographer is he.

2.

His is the uniform in the front closet.

3. Avery brought cupcakes to them.
4.
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My dog chases the neighbor’s cat out of the yard.

5. Peyton tossed him a new eraser.
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Unit 5
REVISING & WRITING INFORMATIVE
REPORT
MULTIPLE CHOICE [1 point each]
For each item below, circle the letter next to the choice that best answers the question or
completes the statement. Your teacher will do the first one with you.
Like paragraphs and their sentences, groups are composed of things that…
a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

have nothing in common.
confuse people.
share characteristics.
make understanding difficult.

The main idea of a paragraph…
a.
b.
c.
d.

presents the common idea to which all the other sentences connect.
is the only complete sentence in a paragraph.
presents an unrelated idea for the reader to consider.
is always written in all capital letters.

3. To revise a paragraph for paragraph topics, a writer should…
a.
b.
c.
d.
4.

delete all the supporting details from every paragraph.
delete the topic sentence from every paragraph.
delete the first word of every sentence in a paragraph.
delete any sentence does not develop or support a paragraph’s main idea.

If a writer finds a paragraph that does not have a topic sentence, he should…
a.
b.
c.
d.

yell, “This one is missing a topic sentence!”
consider adding one.
tear up the entire draft and start over from the beginning.
leave it alone so the reader has to guess the paragraph’s main idea.

5. If the following sentences were part of a paragraph, which one would be the topic
sentence?
a.
b.
c.
d.

She began composing music by the time she was ten-years-old.
In more than 1300 concerts, she amazed audiences with her ability to play from
memory.
Clara Schumann accomplished much during her life.
When she was 11, Clara Schumann performed her first concert.

6. If the following sentences were part of a paragraph, which one would be the topic
sentence?
a. Chester Greenwood was a teenager who invented ear muffs.
b. When he was 15, he asked his grandmother to sew fur into a wire loop he made.
c. Chester got frustrated when his ears got cold while ice skating.
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REVISION: paragraph topics
[2 points each; 1 point for main idea ID, and 1 point for misplaced sentence ID.]
For each of the following paragraphs: (1) Read each paragraph and underline the
sentence that establishes the main idea. (2) Draw a single line through the sentence in
each paragraph that does not support the main idea and should not be included in the
paragraph. The first one has been done for you.
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1.

Physical activity is good for the brain. The brain weighs about three pounds. Being
physically active helps the brain make new neurons. People who exercise regularly
have brains that are making more neurons, and that may improve memory, learning,
and even thinking.

2.

The “Great Smog” or “Big Smoke” was a dangerous and deadly event. In early
December of 1952, heavy smog darkened the skies in London. It was so thick that
people could only see about 15 feet ahead of themselves. Driving, traveling by train,
and even walking outside was risky. Big Ben is a famous landmark in London. The
air was so poisonous that thousands of people died in their sleep. Experts believe
that at least 4000 people, and possibly as many as 12,000 people, lost their lives
due to the dark, yellowish brown air.

3.

Snowboarders can compete in several different events. The Giant Slalom features
two snowboarders racing one another through a zig-zagging series of gates.
Snowboarders perform tricks in Halfpipe, and get judged on the height and difficulty
of their stunts. The first snowboard was invented by a farmer in 1929. Boardercross
is an exciting event to watch as six snowboarders race through gates, over jumps,
and tricky turns. Audiences like the “big air” competitions where snowboarders
perform complicated and risky stunts. Other types of snowboard contests also
exist.

4.

When writing, Dickens frequently stood in front of a mirror and acted out the
actions of his characters. He occasionally performed small roles in local play
productions. As a child, he earned money in a factory by pasting labels on bottles
of shoe polish. Later in his career, Dickens presented public, dramatic readings of
famous scenes from his stories. Charles Dickens was a natural performer.

5.

A clarinet needs three things to produce music. First, a player provides the air.
Second, the reed, which is made of wood, vibrates and produces sound when
the player blows into the instrument. Finally, the holes and keys on the clarinet
influence how air moves through the instrument. Changes in the air movement
create the notes that make up the clarinet’s music. A man in Nuremberg, Germany
invented the clarinet.
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6.

Paavo Nurmi, the “Flying Finn,” may have been the greatest runner of his day. At
the 1924 Olympics, Nurmi won five gold medals. Two races held during those games
took place less than an hour apart, and he won them both! In 1936, he opened a
clothing store in Helsinki, Finland. On January 6, 1925, Nurmi raced in New York’s
Madison Square Garden and broke two world records. After that, Nurmi raced more
than 50 times and only lost once during his final race.

MULTIPLE CHOICE [1 point each]
For each item below, circle the letter next to the choice that best answers the question or
completes the statement. Your teacher will do the first one with you.
1.

2.

Like ideas in paragraphs, individual things gain strength when…
a.

kept apart.

b.
c.
d.

moved to different places.
clustered together.
given spaghetti.

Informative report writing…
a.
b.
c.
d.

provides a thorough summary of a topic.
provides complete directions for something, like making a paper airplane.
describes something so well that a reader experiences it.
tells readers a story.

3

a.
b.
c.
d.
4.

interesting.
factual.
honest.
overwhelming.

An informative report should be focused enough that…
a.
b.
c.
d.

it can be at least twenty-pages long.
it does not try to present more than is possible about its topic.
it can present unnecessary details about its topic.
it can be written in several colors of ink.

5. The opening paragraph of an informative report should do which two things?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Spark the reader’s interest and list all the report’s main ideas.
Introduce the subject and topics and bore the reader.
Tell the reader the writer’s name and give the writer’s mailing address.
Spark the reader’s interest and introduce the report’s the subject and topics

6. One effective way a write can begin an informative report is by…
a.
b.
c.
d.

opening with, “This is my informative report about…”
explaining why the writer is not interested in the report’s topic.
sharing an interesting anecdote related to the report’s topic.
telling the reader that the report is an assignment for school.
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3. When writing an informative report, a writer should be thorough but not…
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